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ANALYSES OF SELECTED 1978 OHIO
LEGISLATION
This section of notes on selected Ohio legislation provides brief
analyses of some of the 1978 enactments of the Ohio 112th General
Assembly. Our goal has been to select bills which may be of interest to
the practicing attorney or jurist.
Each note focuses on the significant statutory modifications or additions and summarizes the law immediately prior to the 1978 change,
when relevant. Many of these notes also consider problem areas in the
language of the bill itself or in its potential application and attempt to
indicate any expressions of sponsor or legislative purpose. In addition,
a listing at the end of each note includes 1) the section or sections of
the Ohio Revised Code which are affected by that bill; 2) the effective
date of the bill; 3) the principal sponsor of the bill; and 4) the
legislative committee which handled the bill.
The Ohio Legislative Service Commission prepares an annual
descriptive "Summary of Legislative Enactments," but there has been
no regular source of analytical treatment of new Ohio legislation.
These notes are a first step in an effort to fill that need for the legal
community. We would sincerely welcome readers' comments and suggestions for making these notes more useful to them.
The University of Dayton Law Review would not have been able to
undertake this project without the assistance of the Ohio
Legislative Service Commission's director, David A. Johnston, and its
librarians, Edith Woodward and Margaret Scharf. We also wish to
thank the members of the legislature, their staffs, and the legislative
advocates who contributed background source material and suggestions.
The following bills are analysed in this issue:
H.B. 491: OHIO'S NEW TRANSACTIONAL IMMUNITY STATUTE
H.B. 467: TAX INCENTIVES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION
OF ENERGY CONVERSION AND CONSERVATION FACILITIES

H.B. 635: "USE ON USE" SALES TAX EXEMPTION
REENACTED

H.B. 404: AN AMENDMENT TO OHIO'S CONDOMINIUM ACT
H.B. 681: AN AMENDMENT TO OHIO'S CONSUMER SALES
PRACTICES ACT
S.B. 340: DISCLOSURE OF SOCIAL AND MEDICAL HISTORY OF
THE BIOLOGICAL PARENTS OF AN ADOPTED CHILD
H.B. 456: PROPERTY OWNER'S CIVIL ACTION FOR MINOR'S
THEFT
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